TOP SECRET

SING

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

TO
DRESS THE PART

All great spies must have a disguise.

Your disguise is hidden in the spy vault. Make it through without touching the lasers and you will be an official spy!
SPY CODE NAME

Every spy needs an alias.

Use the formula to discover your secret spy name and identification number.

Take it to fingerprinting to receive your Spy Badge!
DARK SECRETS

We found a secret letter. The item to help you read the letter is hidden in the dark.

Use your glowsticks to find something to help crack this code!
BANK ROBBERY

The bank has been robbed!

Bombs have been left behind with clues to your next mission.

Detonate each bomb to retrieve the money and find the clue to your next mission.
CLASSIFIED
INFORMATION

3 LOCK BOXES

Three lock boxes are hidden in the next room and clues are all around.

Use your EVIDENCE bags to collect your goody bag items as you unlock each box.
WHERE'S LUNCH?

Rival spies have stolen your lunch.

Search the area for clues and the secret password to get it back!
MISSION COMPLETED!

Put all the clues together to find out how to solve the mission and receive your Birthday dessert.

SECRET AGENTS
ONLY

TARGET PRACTICE

A good spy must be good shot.

You'll never make it in this business if you can't hit your mark.

Hit the target 3 times and you will have earned your next clue.
KNOW THE CODE

Spies must work together to pass the right information.

Codes are essential.

Pass the code from spy to spy and get 3 codes correct before moving on to the next mission.